
Class - 3   English literature  Assignment
Chapter-1  (After question 7 you can continue writing answers 8,9,10 in your copy.) 

8. What did Fern and Avery hear and see as soon as they got to the fair? 
Ans:As soon as Fern and Avery got to the fair they heard the music and flocks of sheep bleating in 
their pens. They saw the Ferris wheel turning in the sky and balloons flying up in the air. 

9. What do Avery’s requests tell us about him? Do you think he is younger or older than Fern? 
Ans: Avery’s requests tell that every time he wanted more than his sister. I think he is younger 
        than Fern. 
10. Find the word that means: took and then let out a deep breath that could be heard. 
Ans: The word ‘sighed’ means took and then let out a deep breath that could be heard. 



Do these assignments in your textbook. You can refer to the answers given below. 
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1.
a.

b.a flock of sheep
c. a crowd of people
d. a class of students
e. a colony of penguins
f. a bunch of grapes
g. a school of fish

2. Circle the collective nouns and put tick in all the boxes. 
a. herd of sheep
b. bunch of flowers
c. team of oxen
d. fleet of ships
e. band of musicians
f. swarm of bees
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1.Match
  headmistress- headmaster
  nun-monk
  wife-husband
  niece-nephew
  aunt-uncle
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2.  Masculine               Feminine             Common
a.policeman                 a. bride                  a. doctor
b. groom                      b. policewoman     b. friend           
c. watchman                c. lady                    c. student
d. wizard                      d. queen                d. child
e. grandson                  e. sister                 e. teacher

3.Material noun
toy car-plastic, robot-metal, Taj Mahal-marble, boat-wood, cotton ball-cotton
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4.Comma
1.Rohit, Nina, Sama and Mona study at the same school. 
2.In the classroom there are desks, chairs and cupboards. 
3.Diwali, Pongal, Dusshera, Navroze and Eid are all festivals. 
4.Joel went to the market and bought some beans, six bananas, a book and a pencil. 
5.I like reading, watching films, listening to the music and playing football. 


